Whole genome shotgun based next generation transcriptomics and metagenomics 1 studies often generate 100 to 1000 gigabytes (GB) sequence data derived from tens of 2 thousands of different genes or microbial species. De novo assembling these data 3 requires an ideal solution that both scales with data size and optimizes for individual 4 gene or genomes. Here we developed a Apache Spark-based scalable sequence clustering 5 application, SparkReadClust (SpaRC), that partitions the reads based on their molecule 6 of origin to enable downstream assembly optimization. SpaRC produces high clustering 7 performance on transcriptomics and metagenomics test datasets from both short read 8 and long read sequencing technologies. It achieved a near linear scalability with respect 9 to input data size and number of compute nodes. SpaRC can run on different cloud 10 computing environments without modifications while delivering similar performance. In 11 summary, our results suggest SpaRC provides a scalable solution for clustering billions 12 of reads from the next-generation sequencing experiments, and Apache Spark represents 13 a cost-effective solution with rapid development/deployment cycles for similar large 14 scale sequence data analysis problems. The software is available under the Apache 2.0 15 license at https://bitbucket.org/LizhenShi/sparc.
shared memory approach is very hard to scale up to exponentially increased NGS data 48 size. In addition, these assemblers try to tackle the problem as a whole and is not able 49 to produce optimized results as different transcripts or genomes may need 50 individualized optimal parameter settings. 51 Our work was initially inspired by a "divide-and-conquer" approach presented by 52 DIME [13] . DIME first clusters reads based on their overlap, then assembles them 53 separately. It was implemented using Apache Hadoop [4] platform and in theory should 54 scale to large data sets. In practice, however, Hadoop-based implementation has very not useful for computing read overlap, therefore they are filtered out. KMR allows users 91 to specify customized filtering criteria (min kmer count and max kmer count) for more 92 stringency. 93 Graph Construction and Edge Reduction (GCER) 94 GCER constructs a read graph where a node is a read and an edge links two nodes if 95 they share k-mers. Some nodes, if derived from repetitive elements, homologous genes 96 among species or contamination, can have extremely high number of edges (degrees).
97
GCER sets the maximum degree of any vertex for each shared k-mer in a graph 98 (max degree) as a parameter to reduce unnecessary computation. 99 After all the vertices and edges are generated, GCER then merges the edges having 100 the same source and destination and filters out those edges with the number of shared 101 k-mers less than the specified parameter min shared kmers. 102 Graph Partition 103 SpaRC provides two algorithms for iterative graph partition, Label Propagation 104 Algorithm (LPA) [30] (by default) and Connected Components (CC) [9] . As repetitive 105 elements and homologous genetic elements shared between different molecules/genomes 106 create "overlap communities", in practice LPA in general works much better than CC 107 because LPA allows the resolution of overlap communities. For dataset with very low 108 sequencing coverage CC may be useful.
109
Sequence Retrieval (AddSeq)
110
In the above modules reads are represented by numeric IDs to save memory and storage. 111 Once the clusters are formed, AddSeq retrieves the sequences and get them ready for 112 downstream parallel assembly with a choice of an assembler.
113
Algorithms 114 1 For each r e a d r i n t h e r e a d s e t R : In order to measure the clustering performance of SpaRC, we used two sets of real world 155 data sets with "known answers" and ran SpaRC to obtain clusters.
156
The first dataset is derived from human Alzheimer whole brain transcriptome 157 sequenced by PacBio consisting of 1,107,889 full-length transcript sequences. The 158 transcript sequences were first clustered together based on an isoform-level clustering 159 algorithm [12], then the consensus sequence from each cluster were mapped back to the 160 human genome to identify which loci it came from. Reads coming from clusters where 161 the mapped genomic location overlap by at least 1 bp are considered to be from the 162 same loci. This is the theoretical limit for overlap-based clustering algorithms. The 163 second data set is two million Illumina short metagenome reads (150bp) sampled from a 164 mock microbial community consisting of 26 genomes described previously [34] . Clusters 165 are defined similarly as above for the PacBio transcriptome data set.
166
By comparing the SpaRC clusters to "known answers" in the above two datasets, we 167 measured SpaRC's performance by cluster purity, and cluster completeness. Here 168 cluster purity is defined as the percentage of reads belonging to the dominant known 169 cluster for each SpaRC cluster, and completeness is defined as the maximum percentage 170 of reads from a known cluster could be captured by a SpaRC cluster. It is worth noting 171 that cluster completeness will be an underestimation of the true cluster completeness as 172 the "known answers" are overestimation as described above. As the sensitivity of 173 overlap detection is heavily influenced by the read length, in the Illumina metagenome 174 dataset we joined the reads in a pair that are pair-end sequenced to double the read 175 length for clustering.
176
In both experiments SpaRC clustered the majority of the reads (PacBio: 82.65%, 177 Ilumina: 98.3%), and generated very pure clusters ( Fig 1 A,E) . For the impure read 178 clusters in the both datasets, the contamination events seem to be relative low, as their 179 purity increases with cluster size (Fig 1 B,F) .
180
Clustering long reads achieved a much higher completeness than short reads, with 181 many more clusters that have completeness ≥ 90% (84.88%, n=9,578, Fig 1 C) , 182 comparing to short read clusters (37.19%, n=37,879) , Fig 1 G) . For the long read 183 transcriptome dataset, the completeness improves as cluster size is getting bigger, 184 suggesting more copies of a transcript increases the chance of finding overlap. For the 185 short read metagenome dataset, larger clusters tend to have lower completeness. As the 186 copy number of each genome is a constant and larger clusters translate to larger genome 187 regions, they are more prone to be broken into smaller clusters due to loss of some 188 overlaps. 189 We also tested whether or not completeness would get worse if the read pairs in the 190 5/13 short read dataset were not joined. This indeed is the case, as clusters that have 191 completeness ≥ 90% is decreased to 6.08% and more small clusters are produced 192 (n=42,181). We found different datasets give rise to very different execution times (Fig 2) . First 208 of all, complex metagenome dataset has many more unique kmers, which requires longer 209 KMR running time. Same sized transcriptome dataset, Pabio has more k-mers than 210 Illumina, presumably due to higher error rate. Second, reads from complex metagenome 211 dataset typically have fewer edges than transcriptome because many species do not have 212 sufficient sequencing coverage. Longer reads tend to have more edges because they have 213 more k-mers (Table 4 ). Finally, even given comparable number of total edges (Table 4) , 214 LPA step takes significantly longer execution time for long read transcriptome dataset 215 than the short read transcriptome dataset. This is because each long read dataset has 216 more edges per vertex than short read, and GraphX's LPA implementation uses 217 vertex-cut for graph partition [38] , resulting in more copies of vertices, which in turn 218 translates into higher time cost in each LPA iteration. Among the steps in the workflow, AddSeq is the simplest step and takes very little 220 time (no more than 1 minute) for all datasets. according to its size for distributed shuffles.
219

233
As shown in Fig 3, we found the performance of SpaRC does not vary much over 234 several orders of magnitude in parallelism, for both of the two datasets tested. As long 235 as the parallelism is not extreme (less than 100 or over 1 million), SpaRC's performance 236 is quite consistent. When there are too few data partitions, performance suffers because 237 of cluster resource under utilization. In contrast, when there are too many data 238 partitions, there might be excessive overhead in managing small tasks. It is not 239 necessary, at least in this case, to adjust the default parallelisms.
240
It is worth noting that Spark relies on Hadoop file system (HDFS) which has a 241 default partition size 64MB. Our previous work showed that bioinformatics applications 242 can benefit from setting it to 32MB [32] , therefore in SpaRC we recommend setting 243 HDFS default partition size to 32MB.
244
SpaRC scales near linearly with input data and compute nodes 245
We designed two different experiments to measure the scalability of the SpaRC. The 246 first one tests its data scalability as more input are added on a fixed-sized cluster, and 247 the second measures its horizontal scalability as more nodes are added to the cluster to 248 compute the same input. For data scalability test we use 20GB, 40GB, 60GB, 80GB, 249 and 100GB fastq datasets from Cow Rumen metagenome. The sequence retrieval step 250 (AddSeq) is not shown due to its negligible processing time (as mentioned in the above). 251 We report in Fig 4 We next tested SpaRC performances by keeping the input size fixed (10GB, 50GB) 256 but varying number of nodes. As shown in Fig 5, the compute time required for each 257 stage and the total time decreases as the number of nodes increases. However, there 258 appears to be a "sweet spot" for each specific input size (10 nodes for 10GB, 50 for 259 50GB, respectively). Before the number of nodes reaches this spot, every doubling in 260 number of nodes translates into approximately halving the compute time. However, the 261 slope of time saving is decreasing when the node number increases beyond the spot. This phenomenon can be explained by the Amdahl's law [3] in parallel computing.
263
Overall, we achieve the near-linear scalability as other spark-based tools [8, 31] , 264 suggesting SpaRC scales well to the number of nodes. We observed the clusters produced tend to be too small when the read length is 284 short (e.g., single-end metagenomic dataset on Illumina platform). For pair-end 285 sequencing datasets one can merge (if they overlap) or concatenate the two ends to 286 increase the cluster size. Decreasing k-mer size, or requiring less shared k-mers should 287 also help increase cluster size. However, this may lead to decrease of purity. One 288 potential solution is to run an additional binning or scaffolding step (using pair-end or 289 long reads if available) after assembling each cluster of reads into contigs, a common 290 step in metagenome assemblies. 
